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Forcepoint delivers Data Security Everywhere by providing 
a unified policy across all channels, including cloud apps, 

websites, email, and endpoints.

Read The Quest for a Single Set of Unified DLP Policies, 

sponsored by Forcepoint.
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Unifying Data Security 
Management Saves 

Time, Money, 
and Resources

Streamlining data loss prevention 
policy management can help 

save operational costs by 31%.

Organizations have multiple DLP 
solutions and multiple sets of 
DLP policies. 

Those that utilize DLP in block mode 
experience less frequent breaches.

Manual synchronization is 
time-consuming, resource-intensive, 
and expensive — and few 
organizations do it well.

Companies expressed a strong 
desire for a single set of DLP policies, 
the benefits of which include increased 
sta� productivity, time savings, reduced 
complexity, and decreased cost.

Frank Dickson
Program Vice President, 
Cybersecurity Products, IDC

Conclusion
IDC research identified four core themes associated with 
DLP implementations in our digitally transformed world.

Demand for a Single DLP Interface

How likely are you to consider transitioning from 
managing multiple DLP solutions to managing all your 

DLP solutions from a single DLP interface?

4%
Already 

implemented a 
single DLP interface

47%
Very likely

31%
Likely

17%
Somewhat likely

1%
Not likely

n = 691; Source: IDC’s Data Loss Prevention Survey, October 2023

Consolidating data security policies can give teams a 
better view of their data and close enforcement gaps. 

However, methods to synchronize or replicate policies can 
tie up precious sta� time, burden already tight budgets, 

and create more errors than any company can a�ord. 

The Need to Streamline 
Data Security Policies

of organizations are synchronizing their data 
loss prevention (DLP) policies across endpoint, 
CASB, and secure web gateway (SWG).

say replicating DLP policies 
across multiple platforms 
is time-consuming.

require more than four people 
to build DLP policies.
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